Geometrical confinements and depletion interactions.
In the system with two large spheres confined between two parallel plates, there are depletion interactions between the two large spheres and between one large sphere and the closely placed plate. Obviously, the depletion interactions exerted on one large sphere will be strongly affected by the presence of the closely placed plate or the other large sphere. This prediction is confirmed by the numerical results obtained through the acceptance ratio method (ARM) or density integration method (DIM), i.e., they are strengthened when two large spheres are contacted. Furthermore, it is found that the influences on the depletion forces are also sensitive to the angle of the centers' connection line between the two large spheres and the confining walls. In addition, the numerical results show that the total depletion force exerted on one large sphere from both the other large sphere and the closely placed plate can be determined through ARM or DIM from the interactions between the two large spheres or between one large sphere and the corresponding closely placed plate.